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The five things to know from Labour Party Conference 2022
1.  Labour has a new-found belief in its path to power and is committed to drawing 

firm dividing lines with the Conservative Party. Labour’s position on income tax, 
corporation tax and public spending demonstrate its focus on differentiating itself from 
the Conservatives, positioning the Party and Leader Keir Starmer as a sensible pair of 
hands that can be trusted to guide the country through turbulent times.

2.  The Party is unashamed of its commitment to partnering with business. Starmer’s 
statement that he “is not just pro-business” and instead wants to “partner with business” 
goes further than any Labour Leader since Blair. His attendance at the Bloomberg 
business reception, alongside his top team, further reflects this. This business focus is 
also increasingly viewed as a clear dividing line between Labour and the Conservatives, 
with Starmer describing Conservative ideology as a “barrier to growth”.

3.  Policy positions are increasingly being developed, with a focus on public services, 
growth and the green economy. Commitments to increase training placements for the 
NHS, deliver a new home ownership target and create a publicly owned energy company 
– GB Energy – reflect the shift to policy development ahead of the next election. The 
Industrial Strategy combined with further business partnerships will accelerate this in 
coming months.

4.  Factionalism and internal divides remain, but this is largely at the fringes with the 
Party increasingly outward facing. The lack of internal strife was notable compared 
to previous conferences, with a much more united front on display. Any divides played 
out predominantly at the fringes, with the rapid suspension of MP Rupa Huq following 
comments about the Chancellor reflecting this unity and the increasing coordination 
between the top teams.

5.  Labour is looking ahead to the next election, with recent polling further boosting 
Party sentiment. As the next election looms, and recent polls give Labour a historically 
high lead over the Conservatives, the Party is focusing on maintaining discipline. 
Although confidence is spreading, particularly among activists, awareness of the 
challenge Truss poses, combined with the need to avoid complacency, was a common 
theme across discussions at the Conference.

Context and political background
Labour Leader Keir Starmer had one major job coming into this September’s Labour Party 
Conference: to convince Labour members and the wider country that not only can Labour 
offer a diagnosis of the country’s ills, but a credible remedy to fix them. 

Starmer’s Labour has benefitted from the largely self-inflicted chaos of the Conservative 
government over the last year. While Labour have continued to post commanding poll leads, 
focus groups have suggested this has had more to do with the damage the Conservative 
Party has managed to do to itself than it does any great enthusiasm for the Starmer project.

It is far too soon to say, but in 12 months’ time, we may look back on this as the week that all 
began to change. Labour’s diagnosis of the problems the country faces and its critique of the 
inadequacy of the Conservative response is well rehearsed. What, until now, has been lacking, 
is a tangible, compelling and ultimately believable vision of what an alternative programme for 
government looks like.

Labour Party Conference 2022  
– FGS Global Analysis 
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Many criticisms will continue to be levelled at Starmer – chief among them, some colleagues 
fear he lacks a hard enough political edge to take Labour back into power. His attempts to 
walk a tightrope between support for trade unions and public opposition to strikes have at 
times been less than convincing. Early polls have suggested that he slightly trails Liz Truss on 
the metric of who would make the better Prime Minister. 

But one argument that will now be much harder to make is that voters do not know what 
Starmer’s Labour stands for. Against a backdrop of ailing public services, backlogs and now 
financial turmoil, Starmer invited delegates to imagine what  the record of the first term of 
the next Labour government might achieve:

Policy announcements and developments: 
More so than during any other Labour Party Conference that Starmer has presided over, 
this conference contained further fleshed out policy announcements, including the following 
policies announced by Starmer:

•  A Green Prosperity Plan to turn the ‘UK into a green growth superpower’, building on 
the commitment made earlier this week that Britain will have 100% clean power by 2030 
(‘doubling Britain’s onshore wind capacity, trebling solar power, quadrupling offshore 
wind, and investing in tidal, hydrogen, nuclear). Labour will back carbon capture and 
green steel production. There will be new renewable ports and gigafactories, and focus 
on insulating 19 million homes.

•  The creation of a national wealth fund to partner with the private sector to drive 
forward investment in the new industries of the future.

•  Flexibility on how the apprenticeship levy is used and devolving various adult education 
skills funding streams to combined authorities.

•  The creation of a National Skills Taskforce independent of government to oversee the 
national picture, looking at skills demand and coordinating across the regions.

•  Introduction of a government backed insurance scheme for high loan to value 
mortgages to reduce costs for mortgage holders. A future Labour government would 
also introduce a 70 percent home owning target.

During her speech on the Monday of conference, Shadow Chancellor Rachel Reeves 
announced the following:

•  An annual revaluation of business rates (abolishing the current system in its entirety and 
reassessing how rates function).

•  Re-affirmation of Labour’s commitment to fiscal responsibility and the creation of an 
Office for Value for Money in Government to ensure public spending is invested wisely.

•  A national wealth fund to invest alongside the private sector to catalyse the net zero 
transition.

•  Plans to establish a National Economic Council to bring industry and trade unions 
together, to ensure that working people and businesses are at the heart of decision 
making.

•  Return of the 45p tax rate and restoring a “genuine” living wage that reflects the cost  
of living. 
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Shadow Business and Industrial Strategy Secretary Jonathan Reynolds announced the 
following new set of policies:

•  A new Industrial Strategy based on four central missions: 1) delivering clean power by 
2030; 2) harnessing data for the public good; 3) using innovation in the care sector 
to fix social care; 4) building resilience in UK supply chains to mitigate against global 
shocks.

•  A more ambitious target to invest three percent of UK GDP in R&D.

•  A new Industrial Strategy Council (ISC) which will have a similar statutory footing as 
the Office for Budget Responsibility. The ISC would be responsible for assessing the 
effectiveness of the government’s industrial strategy and would be supported by an 
advisory board of leading figures in business, trade unions, and academia. 

•  A review of the UK’s corporate governance and competition regimes. 

Foreign policy did not feature as a dominant issue, and where it did, it was a show of unity 
from delegates in support of Ukraine. Delegates did pass a motion in support of ending the 
current electoral system (First Past the Post), but it is illustrative of the strength of Starmer’s 
authority inthe Labour Party and its structures that Labour frontbenchers signalled that 
they intend to ignore it. A Labour MP who made offensive comments about the Chancellor 
was also dealt swift justice, with the whip removed by Starmer before the story could gain 
traction.

The Leader’s Speech 
Starmer’s conference speech – this year moved to the Tuesday as in pre-Miliband days – 
reflected the broader confidence that permeated the Labour Party at this year’s landmark 
event. Not only did Starmer announce new policy, but his clear comfort on the biggest 
stage, and in subsequent broadcast interviews, was the starkest representation of Labour’s 
newfound belief in the dividing lines between itself and the Conservative Party – and 
ultimately the belief that in the coming years Starmer will speak from the steps of  
Downing Street.

For business, Starmer’s speech built on the recent progress his top team, spearheaded by 
Shadow Chancellor Rachel Reeves and Shadow Business Secretary Jonathan Reynolds, have 
made in engaging with the business community. Starmer’s statement that he is “not just pro-
business”, and instead wants to “partner with business”, was backed up by the commitment to 
remove business rates, provide further training flexibility for business and ultimately “support 
businesses to innovate and grow”. Starmer also sought to position Labour as the true party 
of business, criticising “Tory ideology” as a “barrier to growth”.

New Labour Party policy positions were also announced during the speech, with GB Energy, 
the home ownership target and healthcare training pledge of particular note. On public 
services, Starmer sought to recognise the scale of the problem, before adopting a pragmatic 
commitment to address this whilst cautioning that the size of the challenge means this will 
not be delivered quickly.

Ahead of the next election Starmer will increasingly be judged on his ability to communicate  
Labour’s vision for the country. This year’s conference speech ultimately was one step on 
that path, with the speech reflecting Starmer’s confidence in his control over the Party, in his 
top team and ultimately in the Party’s pitch to the electorate.
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A look ahead to the General Election
For the first time since 2010, Labour members are leaving conference with a sense that 
the frontbench is now a government-in-waiting. When Starmer became Leader in 2020, 
his route to government contained three main stages: 1) dealing with the internal divisions 
within the Party and regaining control of its democratic bodies following the Corbyn era; 2) 
communicating who he is and what drives him (as we heard in last year’s conference speech); 
and 3) setting out what a Labour Government will deliver for Britain. This week saw Starmer 
and his team start to flesh out the third part of this plan and provide a strong indication of 
what a future Labour Government would prioritise. 

During the conference, the Party was clear that it is putting economic growth at the heart 
of its agenda and that it will do this with ambitious, practical, fully costed plans for jobs, 
skills, public sector reform and the green transition. What was also striking was the lack of 
any significant internal divisions and the level of aspiration and hope that was conveyed by 
Starmer as he set out plans to ‘give Britain back its future’. For the frontbench, the week 
delivered a clear policy platform on which members will now campaign. This autumn will also 
see dozens of parliamentary candidates selected (with many selections kicking off in the next 
fortnight) and the Party continuing to rebuild its campaign base with organisers in all key 
seats. 

For businesses, there was a clear message; that Labour is not just pro-business, it wants 
to work in partnership with business and we should expect the frontbench to continue 
strengthening their links with the private sector in the coming months. Businesses should 
also be prepared for requests to host visits or to endorse a specific policy as we draw closer 
to the General Election. 

After 12 years in opposition, no one in the Labour Party is complacent and there was a sense 
amongst the staff that the work is only just beginning as we approach the long campaign to 
the next General Election. What changed this week is that, for the first time in more than a 
decade, the Party believes it could – should – form a government. Not because of the rocky 
start of Liz Truss’s Government, or the widening gap in the polls, but because they have set 
out a stall for government which, they believe, speaks to the British people. The Labour Party 
is now confident about what it is and what it wants to achieve. 
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